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Abstract
Faculty endeavors in digital landscapes continue to broaden as interests in research methods and teaching modalities expand. The library can play an important role in introducing these digital voyagers to pertinent information, tools, and resources that will help them meet their goals. In this session, the presenters detail their roles in guiding and supporting faculty seeking to access digital publishing approaches and tools as open educational resources (OER) creators and researchers venturing into text and data mining using library subscribed content. Sharing knowledge of available resources and platforms with faculty and applying focused project management strategies will also be discussed.
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Elaine Thornton, Open Education & Distance Learning Librarian, University of Arkansas
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Faculty endeavors in digital landscapes continue to broaden as interests in research methods and teaching modalities expand. The library can play an important role in introducing these digital voyagers to pertinent information, tools, and resources that will help them meet their goals. In this session, the presenters explore their roles in guiding and supporting faculty seeking to access digital publishing approaches and tools as open educational resources (OER) creators and researchers venturing into text and data mining using library subscribed content. Sharing knowledge of available resources and platforms with faculty and applying focused project management strategies will also be discussed.

The value of strong project management skills cannot be underestimated. This session will provide attendees with some strategies they can use to manage researchers and authors’ digital projects and research projects. It will also provide information on how libraries can be instrumental partners in linking users to library vendor products and subscribed resources.

Learning outcomes

- Attendees will gain insight on how the library can introduce researchers to digital publishing and research.
- Attendees will learn strategies for managing digital publishing projects.
- Attendees will learn strategies for managing digital text and data mining research projects that utilize library resources.